Vaginocervical stimulation attenuates hindpaw shock-induced substance P release into spinal cord superfusates in rats.
The present study was designed to elucidate the mechanism in the spinal cord by which vaginocervical stimulation (VS) attenuates responses to noxious stimulation. This was accomplished by testing the hypothesis that VS reduces noxious stimulation-induced release of substance P at the level of the spinal cord. Noxious foot shock significantly increased the release of substance P (measured using radioimmunoassay) into superfusates of the lumbosacral spinal cord region in urethane-anesthetized rats. VS applied concurrently with foot shock significantly attenuated the release of substance P compared to the foot shock-only condition. In addition, substance P levels were significantly lower after the VS-only condition than after the no stimulation or foot shock-only conditions. These findings indicate that VS may produce analgesia, at least in part, by suppressing the release of substance P within the spinal cord.